Human mobility patterns have been widely investigated due to their application in a wide variety of fields, for example urban planning and epidemiology. Many studies have introduced spatial networks into human mobility analyses at the collective level. However, these studies merely analyzed spatial network structure, and the underlying collective mobility patterns were not further discussed. In this paper, we propose a collective mobility discovery method based on community differences (CMDCD). We constructed spatial networks where nodes represent geographical entities and edge weights denote collective mobility intensity between geographical entities. The differences between communities detected from the networks constructed in different periods were then identified. Since collective spatial movement has a large influence on network structure, we can discover groups with different mobility patterns based on community differences. By applying the method to data usage detail records collected from the cellular networks in a city of China, we analyzed different collective mobility patterns between the Spring Festival vacation and workdays. The experimental results show that our method can solve these two problems of identifying community differences and discovering users with different mobility patterns simultaneously. Moreover, the CMDCD method is an integrated approach to discover groups whose mobility patterns have changed in different periods at the large spatial scale and the small spatial scale. The discovered collective mobility patterns can be used to guide urban planning, traffic forecasting, urban resource allocation, providing new insights into human mobility patterns and spatial interaction analyses.
Introduction
Human mobility has been widely investigated due to its application to a wide range of research fields, for example urban planning (Kang et al. 2012 , Noulas et al. 2012 , Liu et al. 2014 , traffic forecasting (Becker et al. 2013 , Peng et al. 2012 ) and epidemiology (Guo 2007 , Belik et al. 2011 , Liang et al. 2013 . The analysis of mobility patterns has great significance to traffic modeling for simulation, forecasting and control (Kerner 2009 ). In addition, the identification of hotspot areas with unusually high levels of collective mobility is helpful for anomaly detection (Candia et al. 2008) . Moreover, the better understanding of human mobility is essential in epidemic prevention and control by limiting contacts with infected people (Longini et al. 2005) . In the field of mobile communication, the spatiotemporal characteristics of human movement behavior can help mobile communication providers estimate the traffic demands of users and make strategic decisions on resource allocation and service quality improvement.
For the past several decades, studies on human mobility patterns have primarily been based on census or questionnaire data, which are always accompanied with tremendous time and financial costs. In addition, due to the limited spatiotemporal coverage, methods based on such data fail to model human mobility accurately (Isaacman et al. 2012) . Thanks to the widespread use of location-aware devices, such as mobile phones and GPS-enabled devices, unprecedented amounts of records with high accuracy involving individuals' trajectories have become available, providing an abundant data resource for human mobility research. Users' usage detail records (UDRs) from cellular networks record spatial and temporal information when users access the base stations (BSs) for data usage. Since data usage behaviors are now very common in daily life and these records are generated spontaneously by users, it can accurately reflect human mobility behavior.
Human movement apparently exhibits temporal and spatial regularity, especially for large populations (Liu et al. 2014) . At the individual level, the statistical characteristics of individual movements (González et al. 2008 , Cheng et al. 2011 , Rhee et al. 2011 , Liang et al. 2012 ) and the similarity of trajectories between individuals (Li et al. 2008 , Xiao et al. 2010 , Ying et al. 2010 , Lv et al. 2013 ) have been investigated. At the aggregate level, research has been conducted from multiple perspectives, such as urban functional structure (Yuan et al. 2012a , Pei et al. 2014 , human activity (Jiang et al. 2012) and community partition (Guo 2009 , Kang et al. 2013 , Sui et al. 2013 ). Furthermore, complex networks have been introduced into many geographical studies (De Montis et al. 2007 , Wang et al. 2011 . The derived spatial networks open up new avenues for human mobility analyses at the collective level. In these studies, city areas are transformed into nodes in spatial networks and spatial interactions between city areas are represented by weighted edges. Thus, the distance between nodes can be measured, and geographical information can be integrated into human mobility analyses. However, these studies, which are based on spatial networks, merely analyze spatial network structure, and the underlying collective mobility patterns are not further discussed.
In this paper, we propose a collective mobility discovery method based on community differences (CMDCD) to analyze human mobility patterns at the collective level. First, we constructed spatial networks based on users' UDRs in different periods and partitioned the networks into several communities using a community detection algorithm. Second, we identified community structure differences by analyzing the row norm of the exclusive-or (XOR) similarity matrix. Finally, since the network structural differences are caused by the change of collective mobility patterns, groups with different mobility patterns can be discovered based on the community differences.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the related work. Section 3 introduces the study area and dataset used for this research. Section 4 introduces the CMDCD method proposed in this paper. The evaluation of our proposed method and the experimental results are reported in Section 5. Section 6 is the discussion of our study, and we summarize the main conclusions in Section 7.
Related work
Human mobility patterns have drawn much attention in the areas of physics, geography and computer science with the availability of multi-source trajectory data. With a geotagged dataset, we can extract the footprints of large volumes of individuals. Although the trajectory of one particular person is relatively stochastic, we can find underlying patterns when the number of trajectories increases. In the age of big data, the widespread use of location-awareness devices, such as mobile phones and GPS-enabled devices, has made it possible to collect large-scale individual trajectories to analyze human mobility.
In 2005, Barabási (2005) found that there is increasing evidence that the timing of many human activities follows non-Poisson distributions, characterized by bursts of rapidly occurring events separated by long periods of inactivity. Brockmann's research on human spatial mobility suggested that the distribution of traveling distance decays as a power law, indicating that the trajectories are reminiscent of scale-free random walks known as Lévy flights (Brockmann et al. 2006) . The spatial and temporal characteristics of human mobility have laid the theoretical foundation for the study of a variety of human movement modes. Based on the dynamic analyses of human temporal and spatial mobility in these two articles, many related studies have emerged. These studies suggested that the spatial and temporal characteristics of human mobility have scale-free properties. At the individual level, based on the social media check-in data, Cheng et al. (2011) found that the spatial movement distance between the users' consecutive check-ins and the radius of the user spatial mobility both follow powerlaw distributions. González et al. (2008) and Liu et al. (2012) , based on 10 million users' mobile communication data and 1.5 million taxi passengers' GPS data, respectively, found that the movement distance approximately follows an exponential truncated power-law distribution. At the aggregate level, Pei et al. (2014) identified land-use types in Singapore based on aggregated mobile phone data. Yuan et al. (2012a) discovered regions of different functions in a city using human mobility and points of interests (POIs). Jiang et al. (2012) found that the population can be clustered into several representative groups based on different activity types. Taking advantage of check-in records, Sui et al. (2013) constructed the network based on users' trajectories between cities and found that the divided area boundary coincides with the administrative boundary. Kang et al. (2013) explored human movements in Singapore based on taxicab usages data and found that trips within a community are much more than trips across different communities. In addition, many models have been proposed to explain human mobility patterns. These models consider different factors, such as population characteristics (González et al. 2008) , individual mobility (Song et al. 2010) , geographical environments (Kang et al. 2012 , Liang et al. 2012 ) and the distance effects , Noulas et al. 2012 , Zhou et al. 2016 .
Recently, spatial networks have been increasingly introduced into the analyses of interaction patterns of urban space and collective mobility. In these studies, the regions of space are considered as nodes in the network, and the collective spatial interactions are considered as edges with different weights. These network nodes with spatial location information can reflect the impact that geospatial factors have on human mobility. By dividing the network space, the spatial area can be divided into different communities based on the contrastive analysis of urban community structure and administrative division. The relationship between different urban areas and the collective mobility patterns between different regions can be analyzed. Liu et al. (2014) extracted nationwide interurban movements in China from a check-in dataset that covers half a million individuals and 370 cities to analyze the underlying patterns of trips and spatial interactions. By fitting the gravity model, they found that the observed spatial interactions are governed by a power law distance decay effect. They also constructed a spatial network where the edges denote the spatial interactions. The communities detected from the network are spatially connected and approximately consistent with province boundaries. De Montis et al. (2013) found a similar phenomenon in the analysis of users' commuter networks. Based on mobile data of 100 million users, Gao et al. (2013) attempted to explore and interpret patterns embedded in the network of phone-call interactions and the network of phone-users' movements. They discovered high correlations between phone-users' movements in physical space and phone-call interactions in cyberspace.
Study area and data
Our study area, Anshun, is a western city of China, consisting of six administrative districts. The dataset used for this research has been acquired from China Mobile Company, which is composed of users' UDRs. The dataset based on UDRs contains data access records of 1.2 million mobile phone users over 21 days, covering 3980 BSs. The size of our dataset is shown in Table 1 , and the spatial distribution of BSs is shown in Figure 1 , where dots with different colors represent BSs located in different administrative districts.
Spatial big data involves a large amount of data reflecting individual movement trajectories. Users' UDRs from cellular networks record spatial and temporal information when users access the BSs for data usage, using the locations of BSs to represent users' locations in geographic spaces. Compared with previous studies based on call detail records (González et al. 2008 , Song et al. 2010 , taking advantage of the UDRs, we extended the tracking of human movement from mobile call behavior to data usage behavior. Since data usage behaviors are now very common in daily life, UDRs provide a detailed description of human movement. A UDR includes the user ID, the timestamp of data usage behavior and the location (longitude and latitude) of the accessed BS ( Table 2 ). All the user IDs are anonymized for privacy protection. In cellular networks, a user always accesses the nearest BS, resulting in a positional data accuracy of approximately 300-500 m (Yuan et al. 2012b ). Therefore, each user's trajectory can be approximated by the location sequence of the BSs (Figure 2) . The records were filtered using the following steps. To eliminate the abnormal records caused by the oscillation effect (Wu et al. 2014) , we identified abnormal records by calculating the moving speed between adjacent BSs. We excluded abnormal records when the movement speed exceeds the threshold of 120 km/h as suggested in Wang et al. (2015) . In addition, individuals who visit only one BS are considered stationary, and such records were removed. Furthermore, the purpose of this study is to analyze collective mobility patterns in different periods. Human movements present significantly different patterns between workdays and holidays. For example, we usually have more regular routines in workdays due, with commuting behavior between home and workplace representing a large proportion of daily trips. In contrast, during holidays, people may go out for entertainment or traveling, thus resulting in more random trajectories. Therefore, the Spring Festival vacation and workdays are taken as examples to analyze the changes in user movement behavior. The records of 4 days during 09/02/2013-12/02/2013 (the Spring Festival vacation, namely, the Chinese New Year; this period is referred to as H) and during 18/02/ 2013-21/02/2013 (workdays; this period is referred to as W) were selected. To explore the statistical properties of human movement behavior in period H and period W, we calculated the cumulative distribution function of movement frequency and movement radius (González et al. 2008) (Figure 3 ). More than 85% of users have a movement frequency less than 25 in period H, while the proportion in period W is only 69.6%. The proportions of users whose movement radius is within 5 km in period H and period W are, respectively, 81.3% and 62.8%. Users' movement frequency in period W is much higher than that in period H, and the users' movement area covers a wider range in period W. The statistical results indicate that the human mobility intensity is enhanced in period W.
Given the preceding analysis, 2000 users were selected in each administrative district for the large scale analysis. For the finer scale analysis, each administrative district was further divided into 25 km by 25 km grids. Reliable and representative candidate users were defined as those that met the following criteria. In period H, each user was active only within a single grid. In period W, 900 users moving between Guanling and Zhenning are referred to as U Large scale , while 600 users moving across grids in Guanling and Zhenning are referred to as U Small scale . The U Large scale and U Small scale , respectively, represent users whose mobility patterns change at the large spatial scale and small spatial scale. In the four other administrative districts, the users remained active within a grid in which they were located in period H. The filtered dataset for our analysis contains 2.01 million records from 12,000 users. Finally, each record is represented as a tuple of huid; stime; longitude; latitudei. Each user's trajectory was constructed by appending all the recorded locations with the same uid in chronological order based on the timestamps.
Collective mobility discovery method based on community differences (CMDCD)

Method outline
Spatial networks are introduced to analyze human mobility patterns at the collective level. We constructed spatial networks in which nodes represent BSs, and edge weights denote collective mobility intensity between BSs. The change of collective mobility patterns affects connection relations between nodes in networks, thereby leading to network community structural change. We partitioned the networks into several communities to analyze the community structures and identified community differences. We can further discover users whose mobility patterns have changed based on community differences.
In this paper, we propose a CMDCD method to uncover users whose mobility patterns have changed in different periods. The method comprises three core steps ( Figure 4 ). The first step is to construct spatial networks based on users' UDRs in different periods and partitioned the networks into several communities using a community detection algorithm based on stability. The second step is to identify community structure differences by analyzing the row norm of the XOR similarity matrix. Third, users with different mobility patterns can be discovered based on the community differences. This method can be applied to analyze collective behavior in different periods. By applying the method to data UDRs collected from the cellular networks in Anshun, we analyzed different collective mobility patterns in the Spring Festival vacation and workdays.
Spatial interaction network construction
With advances in complex network research, many geographical studies have introduced spatial networks into geographical analyses. Spatial networks are widely used; each node is located in space so that the distance between each pair of nodes can be measured (De Montis et al. 2007 , Wang et al. 2011 . Spatial networks are networks for which the nodes are located in a space with a metric. A spatial network may be tangible (e.g. street networks) or intangible (e.g. flight networks or networks constructed from social media), where the edges denote the spatial interactions. Based on methodologies for building the network, current typical network models mainly include interaction networks (Gao et al. 2013 ) and collaboration networks (Newman 2001 , Wu et al. 2016 . Figure 5 shows the effect of changes in the user's trajectory on community structures in these two types of networks. Dots with different colors in Figure 5 represent BSs belonging to different communities, black lines represent edges which the user contributes to the network in the current period i, and red lines represent edges which the user contributes to the network when the user's trajectory changes (the BSs the user accessed increase) in period j. The user's mobile trajectory in period i is A ! B ! C ! D and crosses two communities C1 and C2. In period j, the user additionally accesses BS E. (1) If the user's mobile trajectory is E ! A ! B ! C ! D: in the interaction network, an edge (E,A) is added between E and C1, and E tends to be partitioned into C1; in the collaboration network, three edges (A,E), (B,E) and (C,E) are added between E and C1, and an edge (D,E) is added between E and C2. The connection relation between E and C1 is stronger than that between E and C2, so E tends to be partitioned into C1.
(2) If the user's mobile trajectory is A ! B ! C ! D ! E: in the interaction network, an edge (E,A) is added between E and C2, and E tends to be partitioned into C2; in the collaboration network, three edges (A,E), (B,E) and (C,E) are added between E and C1, and an edge (D,E) is added between E and C2; thus, E still tends to be partitioned into C1.
When users collectively move from one activity area to another, the community structures in the interaction networks can intuitively reflect this collective mobility behavior. Because there is no scheduling in the network model building of the collaboration network, its network structure has a memory effect on the perception of users' mobility behavior, and changes in the community structure are related to not only users' current mobility behavior but also users' historical moving trajectories, which cannot directly reflect changes in collective mobility behavior. Therefore, the interaction network is chosen to analyze the collective mobility behavior in this paper.
In geographic information science, nodes of spatial network are used to characterize the spatial region or spatial entities, while weighted edges represent the intensity of connections between nodes. Taking advantage of UDRs, the location sequence of BSs a user accessed can be used to approximate the user's movement trajectory. In order to aggregate and analyze movements of individuals at the collective level, geo-tagged BSs are transformed into nodes while interaction relations embedded in space are represented by weighted edges.
In this paper, based on UDRs, we can construct spatial interaction networks where nodes represent the BS, and weighted edges measure the interaction between BSs formed in the process of providing data services to the same group of mobile users. If two BSs are visited by the same user in succession, there will be an edge between them in the spatial interaction network. The weight of the edge is defined as
where δ u ij is 1 if BS i and BS j are visited by mobile user u in succession and 0 otherwise. The physical meanings presented in the spatial interaction network are that nodes contain spatial information and that edges are generated by integrating human movement.
Spatial network partition
A community detection algorithm based on stability was applied to partition the network into several subnets (Delvenne et al. 2010 , Schaub et al. 2012 . It adopts Markov dynamics as a zooming lens for multiscale community detection. Compared with other algorithms (e.g. modularity) affected by a resolution limit, a lower scale that establishes a minimum size below which communities cannot be detected, the algorithm based on stability uses the evolution of a Markov process on the graph as a zooming lens over the structure of the network at all scales. The Markov time also acts effectively as an intrinsic resolution parameter that establishes a hierarchy of increasingly coarse communities.
This algorithm approximates community detection as a dynamic Markov process:
where p is a 1 Â N probability vector; D is the diagonal matrix D ii ¼ d i ¼ P j A ij , A is the adjacency matrix, and L = D − A is the Laplacian matrix.
The clustered autocovariance matrix of the network at time t is defined as
where Q ¼ diag π ð Þ, the stationary distribution π of this dynamic is p i ¼ D ii =2m, and partitioning the network into c communities is encoded into a N Â c matrix H with H ij 2 0; 1 f g, where 1 denotes that node i belongs to community j. The stability of a partition H at time t is defined as
For each Markov time t, we seek the partition with the largest stability.
Identification of community structure differences
The existing index used to compare different clustering results, such as accuracy, recall, F-measure, MOC and D-measure (Pfitzner et al. 2009 , Schieber et al. 2017 , measures the clustering result difference as a whole and is unable to locate the definite partial difference. To compare the partial difference of community structure, existing research has mapped the community structure to geographic space and then observed and subjectively judged the different community structures. Clearly, the random error of this method increases and the reliability of the results cannot be guaranteed. Therefore, this paper identified community differences in different spatial networks by analyzing the row norm of the XOR similarity matrix. Given two sets of communities, represented as P ¼
Þ , and the nodes in the network are denoted as V ¼ v i f g 1 i N ð Þ , the procedure for identifying community differences is as follows:
(1) Construct XOR similarity matrix M First, the similarity matrices X and Y are constructed for two sets of communities ( Figure 6 ). In the first set of communities, if the nodes v i and v j are partitioned into Figure 6 . Network community structure and similarity matrix.
the same community, that is v i 2 P k ; v j 2 P k È É , the corresponding similarity X ij in matrix X is 1. When the nodes v i and v j belong to different communities, that is v i 2 P k ; v j ‚P k È É , the similarity is 0. The same procedure may be easily adapted to obtain similarity matrix Y for the second set of communities. Then, we XOR matrix X with Y to construct XOR similarity matrix M, M ¼ X È Y. The white block in the matrix represents the similarity value of 1, and the gray block represents 0.
(2) Identifying community differences
The row norm of the XOR similarity matrix M is calculated as
The node v i belongs to the community P k and Q l in the two sets of communities, respectively, v i 2 P k jP ¼ P
The row norm of node v i can be deduced from the number of nodes in community P k and Q l , denoted as P k j j and Q l j j:
takes a large proportion of both P k and Q l . The differences are actually parts of P k À P k \ Q l È É and Q l À P k \ Q l È É , and the corresponding community structure P k \ Q l È É is considered unchanged. Therefore, the node v i is not different. While P k \ Q l <γ P k j j or P k \ Q l <γ Q l j j, P k \ Q l È É belongs to smaller than γ parts of either P k or Q l , and the node v i is identified as different between P and Q.
As shown in Figure 7 , community differences between the two sets of communities P and Q could be identified by analyzing the row norm M i k k 1 of the XOR similarity matrix M.
In practice, when the row norm satisfies
, the node v i is identified as the difference between two sets of communities, where P and Q represent the average number of nodes in each community of P and Q, respectively. 
User group discovery based on community differences
Because edge weights denote collective mobility intensity, changes of users' collective mobility patterns affect connection relations between nodes in networks, thereby affecting community structures. Based on differences in community structures, this paper identified users whose mobility patterns change in different periods.
(1) Identify edges influencing community structure First, the row vector set M i f g corresponding to the community differences v i f g is found in the XOR similarity matrix M. Then, the nonzero elements in M i f g is found. If M ij Þ0, the corresponding edge v i ; v j À Á to the node v i and v j is the edge that has an impact on the network community structure, denoted as E differ .
As shown in Figure 8 , dots with different colors represent nodes belonging to different communities and numbers beside the edges denote the edge weights. Since the edge weights of node v 3 have changed, the node v 3 is partitioned into different communities in two sets of communities. By analyzing the row norm, the node v 3 is identified as the difference between two sets of communities. The red lines in Figure 8 represent edges that have an influence on the community structure, and the red box represents the row vector corresponding to the node v 3 in the XOR similarity matrix M. Through the nonzero element in the row vector, E differ can be identified. (2) User group discovery
The edge weights in the spatial network reflect the intensity of the users' mobility behavior, and the change of collective mobility patterns leads to network community structural change. Therefore, based on the edges influencing community structure, we can discover users whose mobility behaviors exhibit differences in different periods.
The edges which the user u i contributes to the network are denoted as E i ; if there are edges that affect the community structure in E i , that is E i \ E differ Þ;, the user u i is identified as the user whose mobility patterns have changed in different periods. Table 3 shows the size of the spatial interaction networks constructed based on the users' movement trajectories in the two periods. The statistical results of the community detection are shown in Figure 9 . With increasing time, the Markov process explores larger regions of the network; therefore, the Markov time acts as a resolution parameter that enables us to identify community structure at different scales.
Results
Community structures were mapped to geographic space using ArcGIS and Google Earth. As can be seen in Figure 10 , there are more communities in Guanling and Zhenning during period H and the community scale is smaller compared with that in period W due to weak mobility intensity. Since the collective mobility intensity is enhanced in period W, the number of communities decreases and each community covers a wider range. The differences in community structures reflect the impact of different mobility patterns on the network structure.
Following the methods in Section 4.4, community differences were identified in networks constructed in the two periods. In order to measure the difference in network community structures on the whole, we introduced the normalized mutual information (NMI), which is used to quantitatively express the coincidence between different clustering results (Mcdaid et al. 2011) . Given two sets of communities P and Q, NMI is defined as
where I P; Q ð Þ is the mutual information of P and Q, H(P) and H(Q) are the entropy of P and Q, respectively. This provides a measure of the degree of coincidence between two clustering results P and Q, taking on a value of 0 for independence between P and Q and 1 when P = Q.
In Figure 11 , the blue line represents the NMI of two community structures in period H and period W, and red line represents the NMI of two community structures excluding these identified community differences. The NMI value is significantly improved after excluding the differences between communities in the two periods, indicating a greater coincidence between community structures. These imply that the proposed method can effectively identify local differences between community structures. According to the user group discovery method proposed in Section 4.5, Figure 12 (a) shows that the CMDCD method achieved a precision of 94.1% and a recall of 86.7%. The method can discover 85.1% U Large scale and 89.1% U Small scale (Figure 12(b) ). The experimental results indicate that the CMDCD method proposed in this paper can effectively identify users whose mobility patterns have changed in different periods at the large spatial scale and the small spatial scale.
Since the change of collective mobility patterns has an influence on community structure, the community structure differences will be reduced when the impact of users with different mobility patterns is eliminated. Therefore, the edge weights which the discovered U Large scale and U Small scale contributed to the spatial network in period W were replaced by those in period H. Figure 13 shows the community structure after eliminating the influence of the discovered users whose mobility patterns have changed in different periods. As can be seen, the updated community structure in period W and the community structure in period H are approximately the same. The NMI of these two community structures is 0.984, while the NMI of the original community structures in the two periods is 0.885. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the CMDCD method proposed in this paper.
Furthermore, we compared the performances of the CMDCD method and the methods based on cosine similarity, Pearson's correlation coefficients, Kullback-Leibler divergence and Jensen-Shannon divergence, respectively. Li et al. (2008) utilized cosine similarity and Pearson's correlation coefficients to mine user similarity based on location history. Lv et al. (2013) analyzed the similarity of visiting patterns by calculating Kullback-Leibler divergence. These measures have been claimed to outperform other existing similarity measures (Sarwar et al. 2000) and are widely used in recommendation systems. The CMDCD method proposed in this paper outperforms the methods based on these measures in terms of precision, recall, the U Large scale and U Small scale discovered proportion (Figure 14) . Our numerical findings above show that our approach presents an outstanding combined qualitative-quantitative framework to identify users whose mobility patterns have changed in different periods.
Discussion
Exploring collective mobility and distinguishing mobility patterns between different periods are highly important for a variety of domains such as urban planning, epidemiology, traffic management and resource allocation. Many previous studies have introduced spatial networks into human mobility analyses at the collective level. However, these studies merely analyzed spatial network structure, and the underlying collective mobility patterns are not further discussed. In this study, we proposed a CMDCD to analyze human mobility patterns at the collective level.
Through introducing the spatial network and integrating collective mobility intensity into weighted edges, the method discovered users whose mobility patterns have changed based on community differences. The results indicate that the CMDCD method has achieved the goals of identifying community differences and discovering users with different mobility patterns simultaneously. Our finding agrees with previous studies (Gao et al. 2013 ) that the change of collective mobility patterns affects the connection relations between nodes in networks, resulting in community structure differences. We further discovered users whose mobility patterns exhibit differences based on community differences. The results achieved a precision of 94.1% and a recall of 86.7%. Moreover, the CMDCD method can discover 85.1% U Large scale and 89.1% U Small scale , indicating that the method is effective for the discovery of groups whose mobility patterns have changed at different spatial scales.
The CMDCD method is effective in distinguishing human mobility patterns in different periods. Furthermore, it can handle a variety of location-based datasets by introducing spatial networks. That is of considerable significance. On the one hand, human mobility patterns at different spatial scales can be investigated. On the other hand, various information can be integrated into human mobility analyses, such as the activity information provided by check-in records and the text attributes of query logs, which broadens our horizons of analyzing human mobility patterns. We can also investigate the underlying motivations driving human movements combined with geographical context and socioeconomic factors.
As shown in Figure 15 , areas ① and ② are partitioned into different communities in the Spring Festival, and in workdays, they are aggregated into a single community. According to the geographical context, we know that area ① is a town of Anshun named Huangguoshu, which contains a famous 5A level scenic spot -Huangguoshu Waterfall Scenic Area, and area ② is located near the highway G60. During the Spring Festival, most people celebrate Spring Festival with their family members at home, leading to weak mobility intensity. In workdays, however, the scenic area will attract large numbers of tourists, and the highway G60 near the scenic area is the main channel for tourists, so the number of users moving between the two regions increases dramatically, and the spatial interactions between BSs of the two communities become stronger. The statistical analysis also demonstrates that collective mobility intensity is enhanced in workdays. Furthermore, areas ① and ③ belong to the same prefecture, but they are partitioned into different communities in both periods. Since there are mountains in these areas, and there are no roads directly connecting them, there are fewer movements between ① and ③ and they are thus separated. However, highway S210 is between ③ and ④ which directly connects them, and highway S50 connects ③ and ⑤, enabling easier human movements. Therefore, areas ③, ④ and ⑤ are aggregated into a single community during workdays. This indicates that human mobility is influenced by socioeconomic factors, urban road network and geographical barriers (e.g. mountains and rivers).
Conclusions
In the era of big data, along with large-scale geo-tagged data, analysis of human mobility has become a hot research topic in many fields, such as urban planning, traffic forecasting, epidemiology and business recommendation systems. This paper analyzed collective mobility patterns by identifying community differences in spatial networks.
In this paper, we proposed a CMDCD method to analyze human mobility patterns at the collective level. First, we identified the community differences between spatial networks, and then we discovered users with different mobility patterns based on community differences.
We validated the CMDCD method using empirical UDRs collected from the cellular networks in a city of China. The results of the experiment have demonstrated the effectiveness of the method. Experimental results show that the CMDCD method can solve these two problems of identifying community differences and discovering users with different mobility patterns simultaneously. Furthermore, the CMDCD method is an integrated approach to discover groups whose mobility patterns have changed in different periods at the large spatial scale and the small spatial scale.
The research in this paper has great importance for the construction of smart cities and also provides a new view for analyzing spatial interactions based on collective human mobility. A better understanding of collective mobility patterns in different periods can help manage traffic flows and plan public transportation services for smart transportation. Additionally, exploring human mobility patterns enables urban planners to make strategic decisions on land use, urban planning and business investments for smart economies. Moreover, city authorities can identify the hotspot areas where collective mobility intensity exhibits great differences compared to normal periods for public safety, which is important for crowd management and anomaly detection.
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